
Guidelines for Public Presentations: How to Share Health 
Information in Ways that Empower Your Public Audience 
 

Why is public communication challenging for clinicians? 
There are a few reasons why communicating with the public can be challenging: 

• As a medical professional, you spent years learning an extensive medical vocabulary, 
and you practice it daily in your work as you communicate with peers. However, your 
public audience may not know and understand your health care jargon.  

• We often pack a lot of information into a short presentation, leaving the audience feeling 
overwhelmed and unable to process the information.  

• It is easy to share our extensive knowledge, but we may fail to include tangible ways 
learners can take action. This leaves learners unsure of how to use the information. 
 

How should I consider my audience as I prepare my presentation? 
Remember, the people who need your information the most may be more likely to struggle with 
understanding health information. These populations include people: 

• In rural communities 

• With limited access to digital resources 

• In some minority groups 
 
Only 12 out of 100 adults in the United States have proficient skills to obtain, understand, and 
use health information.i Even those with advanced education can struggle to understand health 
information. We know that everyone benefits from clear health communication. 
  
What are some tips for communicating in ways my audience can understand? 
 

Limit the amount of information you share. Rule of thumb: Use no more than one 
slide for each minute of presentation time. Decide what points are most important for 
your audience to know or do, and include up to 3 of those per slide. 
 
Organize your information logically. There isn’t one right way to organize your 
information. But there are a few tips you can use to best organize your presentation:   

o Put the most important information first. 
o Start with a broad topic and work to more specific details. 
o For steps in a process, list them in chronological order. 

 
Avoid jargon. It’s difficult to translate jargon into plain language terms as you are 
speaking. So, think ahead about the terms your audience may not know, and plan to 
replace or define them. Think beyond scientific words and remember that much of our 
jargon is industry specific. For example: 

o Acute: sudden start and does not last long 
o Prevalence: number of people with a disease 
o Perseveration: when you get stuck on a topic and have a hard time moving on 

to a new one 
o Script (or Rx): prescription or a doctor’s order for your medicine 



 

 
Simplify numbers. Many people struggle with graphs, tables, percentages, and 
fractions. When possible: 

o Use whole numbers, such as: 90 out of 100 instead of 90% 
o Round and simplify numbers, such as: about 9 out of 10 instead of 91 out of 

100 
o Use icon arrays to represent proportions, such as: 

  
Rural population: 3 in 10 have no smartphone 

 
Consider design elements. The way you design your slides helps your reader 
identify and understand key points. 

o Use a consistent, easy-to-read font that is big enough to read (at least 20-
point font)  

o Leave some white space on each slide 
o Use a dark-colored font (such as black) on a light background (such as white) 
o Use only one type of emphasis, such as bold or underline 
o Limit graphics to only what you need to facilitate understanding of your 

concept 
 
Consider a written handout. If you have information your audience needs to refer to 
or act on later, give it to them as a handout. This will allow you to give them more 
information than you have time to say in your presentation. Your handout should 
include a summary of your key points and action steps. 

 
Where can I get more information about communicating with the public? 
The UAMS Center for Health Literacy can help you with health-related materials, such as 
editing your informed consent, patient forms, and marketing materials. We also provide training 
on plain language best practices for written and verbal communication. Our services are 
generally free for UAMS staff and available with modest fees externally. 
 
To learn more: 

• Call 501-686-2595 

• Email healthliteracy@uams.edu 

• Visit www.plainpages.org 
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